Empowerment Technique #1:
Vision Board
Purpose:
A Vision Board will help you define the
tangible items and accomplishments you
want to bring into your life. We DO have
choices in this life, but too often we don’t
exercise the power of choice. We may
feel that wanting or asking for things is
selfish or ‘unrighteous’.
You are a creator. Once you define what you want, your Vision Board will
remind your brain daily. As you bring these items into your life, it provides you
with evidence of your ability to choose and create what you can envision.

Preparation:
• Your Vision Board does not have to be fancy. Start by placing a large
square on the wall, using painter’s tape, to create an outside boundary.
The tape won’t damage your paint, and you can replace it later with a
permanent cork board, if you’d like. Place your Vision Board where you
will look at it every morning and evening. Near your bed is ideal.
• Next, find pictures or write notes expressing what you want to create.
These can be material items (house, car, camera, travel, money,
new dishwasher, etc.). They can also be non-material (an improved
relationship, time to do your favorite hobby, relief from a health issue,
etc.). It is not necessary to put time limits on receiving an item.
• Place the pictures or notes on the Vision Board so that they do not
overlap each other or go outside the border.

Continued on next page …

IMPORTANT KEY TO USING
THIS TECHNIQUE
The items you
put on your Vision Board and
the means by which you obtain
them must be legal, moral, and
ethical. If you are a prayerful
person, you might ask your
Higher Power about each of the
items—if it is appropriate for your
life at this time.
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Action:
• Look at your Vision Board for three
(3) minutes each morning and
evening.
• Move slowly from item to item
taking time to imagine yourself
holding, smelling, feeling, and
hearing all parts and experiences
of the pictures or descriptions on
the board.
• Yearn for it! Are you so close you
can almost taste it?
• Express your purpose for each
Vision Board item.
• Think about what you will do with it, how you will use it, and how
thankful you are that you can have it.
• Point to each item to focus your energy and say to your brain, “I want
that! Let’s get it done!”

Examples:
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